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The lens holder of the Aaton camera is mounted
~Jirectly onto the central chassis which carries

:he aperture plate. The flange focal distance
of the Aaton is thus very stable and precise :
+0 mm. The absolute accuracy of this tolerance
is the most important factor contributing to

~image sharpness -- a strong point in the Aaton.
Jonlt impair this feature with a poorly aligned
lens or a mount which isn1t perfectly clean.

"hen selecting a lens, or having it modified
with an adaptor (Arri-, Eclair-, Nikon- to

~~aton), be sure to obtain a flange focal
jistance of 40 E. ~ 5 microns.

~[A theoretical explanation of flange focal
jistance, as well as instructions for
measurement, are contained in the technician1s
naintenance manual).

3iven the volume inside the camera body of a
~C-mount lens, this type of mount is

incompatible with exposuremeter fitted Aatons
-- the ~hotocells are placed in the C-mount

~area. For use on an exposuremeter fitted camera,
a C-mount lens should have the mount removed
and replaced with an original Aaton mount .

~It is highly recommended to leave Aaton
adaptors on lenses already fitted with other
mounts (Arri, Nikon, etc.) ; even better is to

-remove the "f o r e i qn ' mount, and have an
Jriginal Aaton lens .ount fitted onto the
neutral lens (e.g. Angenieux 9.5 - 57 mm or

! ~10 - 150 mm, using parts numbered 101867 and
~0733 (9.5 - 57), and 101867 and 40731
(10 150).

.nsta..lWiorv arv --the-- ~ert:L..
~Turn the locking ring counter-clockwise as far

as it can go, leaving room to insert the lens
mount into the lens holder, with the three

~protruding lugs on the lens mount (or adaptor)
corresponding to the slots in the locking:ring.
Tighten the locking ring by turning it

~clockwise. The lens is now in position.
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Ma-ttB bo,X.
The ~jton LTR can be equipped ~ith a
lightweight rigid matte box: i t has t •..o 3" x 3"
Filcer holders and one rotating count. It fits
on long handgrip rod, and accepts fixed focus
and zoom lenses with front lenses up to 77 mm
in diameter.

There is also a studio type bellows matte box
available: this one has a bridge plate with
two support rods and two 4"x 4"
filter holders.

Supu -16

The very high film steadiness and definition of
the Aaton LTR camera make it an ideal choice
for 35 ~a blow up work. And to make the most of
16, the largest possible surface of the film
has to be exploited -- this is where Super 16
comes in, using the otherwise unused sound
track area on the unperforated side of the film.
This gives a 47 % increase over standard 16 mm
cropped to 1.66 ratio.

To cover this larger field (the diagonal is
14.5 as opposed to 12.7 mm), good lenses with
higher co~erage should be selected -- fixed
focus distagons, or the Cooke Varo-Kineta~
10.4 - 52 zoom lens, specially desiqned for
Super 16, for example.

More and more laboratories are equipped to
handle Super 16. One very experienced
laboratory providing reliable results is Du
Art in New York. Nuaerous laboratories in
Sweden have experience in Super 16 too; a
great many of Sweden's feature films originate
in Super 16 shot with Aaton cameras.
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(ou can, at a glance deter.ine whether the
lens holder is set up for standard 16 or Super

-16:

If the lever is on the battery side of
the ca.era, and moved upwards to fix
the lens into place, t:lt:nit is
Super 16.

If the lens lock-in lever is on the
.otor side of the ca8era, and is .oved
downwards to tighten the lens into
position, then the lens is centered
for Standard 16.

To transform a camera set up for Super 16 to
-standard 16, the following operations must be

carried out :

- the vIewIng screen must be shifted 1 mm;

- the viewfinder centering slot has to be put
into position (see pic.). Like the lens
lock-in lever, if it is on the battery side
of the camera, cent~ring is for Super 16;
on the motor side, Standard 16.

the lens port mount has to be set In
relation to the aperture plate.

Conversion from Super 16 to standard 16 mm and
VIce versa IS a workshop
operation, and takes about thirty minutes.

_Uiewing
\) iavfi r6er
The interchangeable viewfinder is a
completely independent part of the
camera and has a bayonet attached eyepiece;
the entire viewfinder moves to allow
shoulder/eye adjustment of the cam~rat and
the eyepiece rotates over 360°. Auto.atic
upright i.age.



The interchangeable eyepiece for use on bayonet
equipped viewfinders exists 1n three executions
left eye, right eye, and 20 Cffi long for tripod
use.

The eyepiece shutter IS actuated with a small
knob above the rubber eyecup.

For manual upright image adjustment, a
perfectly horizontal image can be obtained as
follows: open both eyes, and fix them upon a
vertical line (e.g. a window); align the two
images by sliding the kn~b right of the
eyepiece. The setting will be correct,
whatever the initial position of the camera.
In order to eliminate errors due to
perspective, make this adjustment using a
prime lens with a 50 mm focal length. The
correct position is fixed into place by
tightening the same knob.

An adjustment made by a gIven cameraman may
not suit another, given that no two persons'
left and right eyes are aligned in exactly the
same way.

~ep'iece.
shuit~ kVlOb
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dioptric setting IS e d j c s t e d by t ur n i n o _,."
_~ ~ = := -: e : .--l ;..-; 0 n ~ h e \j i e w f i ....,.~:::' (s e e p i c . ] ~ .-

:2' =~ set to + ~ diopter, 2~C is locked inc2
==si[ion with the knurled screw fitted into it.

d(opte,
Stttlt~

~hE eyeplece friction can be adjusted to
;~dividual preference as follows:

~ith an Allen wrench, loosen the iocking
sc~ew (Hc 3 x 31 ; i~sert the Allen wrench
irto the openi~g at 90 • away from the

locking scre~, and turn the friction ring
until the desired friction is obtained. Then
tichten the locking screw.

All three eyepieces are fitted with 4 openlngs
allowing an "o v e r= r id e " of the automatic
upright image in cases of unusual camera
positions. Alongside one of the four holes
there is a shallow bored reference point; when
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the eyer:-~.lece r o s i t io oi n q :),n 15 fitted into
this reference 2:si:~on. !he i~2ge ~ill
automatically fall i~to ~2right position.
You will note that for t~e IOG~ eyepiece, this
means attaching it to the viewfinder in just
the opposite of normal tripod viewing position.

pin

~~ -. ---------
,

p\O-Ci~ ..short OJr\ct

On adjustable vie~finders. the viewfinder angle
relative to the camera body can be set:

Loosen the position lock screw on the
upper handgrip (sei pic.); set the
eyepiece up or down to the chosen level;
then tighten the screw.

The viewing screen system in the Aaton LTR IS
of 3 special patented design. It consists of a
concave fiber optic base, with a lens flush
against it. This accounts for the extreme
brightness and crIspness of the image in the
viewfinder.
The viewing area outside the frame IS the
largest offered by professional 16 mm cameras
today.

. LlJleuJ) (nder

---~------

fbex optic
Viewirt scr.e0Y1 base
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tv\lrrOr
:he rotatinG n1rror 1S very wide, maxID1S1ng
high speed shutter action; it opens at 1800 for
50 cycle H M I lighting at 25, f p s , and 6 0 cycle
HMI lighting at 24 fps.

The m1rror stops automatically in vie~ing
position; it can be moved manually for gate
inspection by actuating the inching knob on the
motor. If the mirror has been inched out of
viewing position, it is advisable to inch it
back to viewing position before starting the
motor up again; this avoids undue effort on the
m1rror gears. Always inch counter-clockwise
(see pic.)
Cleaning: see p.Z5.

:xposuremeter
Se e Option L, p. i],

~~ower

The current consumn~ion of the camera with a
12 volt (nominal) ~o~er sup~lv is from .g to
3.2 amps (at +450 and -200 C respectively).
The voltage tolerance is from 10 to 16 V.

In case of power overload or polarity reversal
(for example crossed wires ·when running the
camera from an automobile battery) there is a
fuse protection (Jahnichen 272005 - 5 amperes)
o nth e PBX b::'-jt t e r y h 0 1 d e r (s e e pic.).

7
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The small clip-on Aaton battery (12 V 1.4 Ah,
selected cells) drives an average of 5
magazines in normal weather conditions.
In cold weather, it is advisable to keep the
battery in a warm place (above 10~C -- a shirt
or jacket pocket, for example) using the 54LL
cable connected to the standard Cannon XLR 4.11
connector on the battery hol!er. (For further
cold weather notes, see p. 21 ).

If the camera is not gOlng to be used for a
long period of time, it is advisable to remove
the battery. After two weeks on board the
camera, the battery would be discharged.

The T4 12 V 300m A battery charger shown here
runs on either 110 or 220 V ; setting on knob
on front of housing (yes, it's a tough one to
turn!)

Then the charger is connected to ma1ns and
battery or batteries connected, either directly
to the charger (1), or via,B2 serial connection
cable (2).

Full charge is obtained in 5 ~ hours. For each
additional charge, the charger must be
unplugged and reconnected to the mains.

If the malns current should for some reason be
cut off, the charger will start a new 5 ~ hour
charge when the power comes back on; Aaton
batteries generally survive this treatment,
though it is of course best to avoid it.

Fuse protection: mains 160 mA (T)
battery 400 mA (T)
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-:mx. ~V"ideo holder
The PBX universal battery/video holder contains
from the top downwards :
- red diode : warning signals ; the same red

diode function appears in the viewfinder
. (see p , ).

yell~w diode. lit to show when camera IS
running.

- video ca.era holder and cover for same :
access via M3 hex screw (see option R, p.~).
A.phenol connector, delivering electronic
signals for remote on/off, TV sync, tachometry,
etc ..•
standard XLR 4.42 connector : pin attribution :
.1 : ground
.2
.3

.4 + battery

- Jaeger
•1
.2
.3

4

pin attribution
ground
TV sync
external signal from Atelen
+ battery

2400 Hz

The PBX
chassis
removed

IS permanently fixed to the central·
of the camera and should not need to be
In normal maintenance.
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There are two diodes on the PBX :
- red: warning signals ; the same red diode

function appears in the viewfinder (see p.IL)
yellow: lit up when the camera is running.

The round open1ng on the PBX constitutes an
accessory holder for VR 30 video camera (see
option R, p. 21). During use without this
accessory, this opening is plugged with a
cover held into place using an M3 Allen screw.

Speed. Cowtrol

The motor is driven by electronic circuits
housed in the camera base, which 1S
interchangeable on location.

Start up

Manual drive

The inching knob on the motor can be used to
drive the camera manually for gate inspection.
Push the thu~b against the knob, and turn
counter-clockwise. It is advisable to inch the
mirror back to viewing position before starting
the motor; however not doing so will not harm
the motor.

Actuate one of the two on/off switches: one on
the front body housing, the other on the front
handgrip. 80th switches provide three positions:

inching' knob

- single shot/ test posi tion
off

- on

10



Crystal speed

To avoid unfortunate mishaps, it is advisable
to check the camera speed before using a camera
for the first time. As well a~ the variable
speeds (see below), the camera has two crystal
speeds: 24 or 25 fps (precision: ~ 1/4 frame
over 10 minutes, i.e. 1 magazine).
To obtain crystal speed:

- Set the speed knob to t he white dot located
between 20 and 28 fps.

- Set the 24 / 25 fps switch to desired
speed.

Variable speed

Variable speeds of 6, 12, 16, 18, 20, 28 and 32
are obtained by adj~sting the speed knob to the
desired setting~

Single shot

Single shot IS obtained by putting the switch
in the test position.
Maximum rate is 1 fps; exposure: 1/4 5

The Lemo plug on the front housing c~n be used
for connection with an intervalometer.

Speed control diodes

When the camera is ru~ning, whatever the -set
speed, the external yellow diode is lit.

The external red diode and the red diode in the
viewfinder have the following functions :

lit: the camera is running at the set
variable speed.



out: the camera 1S runnIng at the set
crystal speed.

- slow flicker (1/2 Hz): the battery is low
(below 10.5 V), but sync is not lost.
fast flicker (2 Hz): the camera is not
running at the set speed.

Red warning LED function: t slow flicker (1/2 Hz) fast flicker (2 Hz)J .
I •

24 or 25 fps: LED unlit

va r iab 1e :~L t 6 :,'c~~.:nh,·~.~:~·,~.~·i~:'ii'~~ p.".:'~;:,.;:-::,'-1
Ivariable speed ensu~ed
:as set, but battery is
I getting low

~~I:':':",·:,:,,",:,:"":
:the variable speed set on the
IIcamera has been lost
I

heleY\J
The Atelen iccessory delivers an external
master frequency derived from a video signal,
or pilotone, to the camera. This allows
automatic elimination of the TV bar, and of
flicker generated by HMI lights.
This accessory functions at 50 cycles only
connection to camera on PBX (on XLR or Amphenol
connectors)

12



The coaxial magazine takes 120 m (400 ft)
double or mono perforation 16 mm
stock on 50 mm cores.

Before putting a magazine on the camera, it is
always advisable to make sure the aperture
plate is clean, and the lateral film pressure
bar moves freely.

The magazine is extremely easy to load.
Many Aaton users have discovered that
they no longer need three magazines to
allow their assistant to keep up with
loading: two are enough.
Good news for those shooting in cold
climes: threading is so simple that
you can do it with gloves on!

Loading feed compartment

Block the footage counter by turning the
indicator counter-clockwise.
Unfasten lid lock by turning it downwards.
Open lid (which is fixed onto the magazine for
ease of handling in the changing bag).
Squeeze the core-lock mechanism inwards with
thumb and forefinger on either side.
Place the roll of film over the core holder,
and press on the center to lock the core into
place.

13



Thread 10 cm of film into the left/right
passage, and ensure that the film passes
~utside the idler roller.
Lock the lid, making sure the film is not
caught in so doing.
Unblock the footage counter by turning it
clockwise.
The indications correspond to film on a 50 mm
core.

For 30 m. daylight reels:

- To remove the core holder, loosen screw
02.613.02 with knurled screw in place near
left/rignt passage; use knurled screw to hold
bobbin on spindle.

Lift the core holder; place the 30 m. reel on
spindle.

When re-installing the core holder, tighten
screw 02.613.02 with the knurled screw; check
that the head of the small screw (02.613.02)
does not protrude.
The knurled screw can then be put back into
place.

I~
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Threcding the take-up compartment

These steps do not have to be done in the
changing bag

Open both pinch rollers by pressing the
aluminium release buttons.

Pull through the film which appears in the
left/right passage slot.

Introduce the end of the film into the upper
film guide, passing below the first idler
roller; it will appear outside the magazine
nose.

Ke-introduce the film into the lower film
guide, and pull through about 1511

of film.

Thread the film around the upper sprdcket
wheel, making sure the perforations engage
with the sprockets.

15

-tI--+-= Upper
film guide
pinch roller

~+tl- release
button

lower
film guide

exit roller



Push the pinch roller bac~ into position
without pres~ing the aluminium release button
; when the pinch roller is in the correct
position, you will hear a noticeable click.

Thread the film around the lower sprocket
wheel so as to obtain a taut length of 15
frames outside the magazine nose;Then push the
pinch roller back into position (again,
without pressing on the aluminium release
button).

Fit the film end into the core, and wind on a
few thicknesses of film.

With the film from the core taut, and guided
below the exit roller,
place the core onto the take-up spindle and
lock it into position by pressing down on the
central button. Y<ou will note the positioning
pin on the spindle which maintains the core
securely.

Any slack film between the left/right passage
and the upper sprocket wheel can be taken up
by winding the take up spool.
The film coming out of the left/right passage
should be guided below the upper roller.

Putti~g the magazlne on the camera

Holding the magazine by the back, rest it on
the magazine brace; slide the magazine into
the c am-er a bod y •
When it is in place, a noticeable click
indicates that the magazine lugs are held by
the lock mechanism, and that the drive clutch
has engaged into the drive dog.

16



-, (hanging magaZlnes

Hold the camera with left hand, push the
magazine lock lever
Holding the magazine with the right hand, pull
it backwards.
The aperture plate IS now visible, and should
be carefully cleaned if necessary.

OptiOn,. L·. E)C.posure mete~
Two photocells measure the quantity of light
reflected by the film during the entire
exposure time, thus giving a measurement
independent of fps.

1n test position, one frame is exposed for 1/4
of a second; the measurement IS corrected to
gIve an indication usable at 24 or 25 fps
crystal speed.

~ The film sensitivity from 50 to 400 ASA IS set
on a ten position switch.



A luminous micro-diode display well above the
frame-line in the viewfinder leaves a~large
visible zone outside the frame. The reading is
shown by a single darkened diode movIng over
a line of green and yellow LEOs.

Each LED represents a third of a stop:
- the central green Led indicates the position
of normal exposure for the film sensitivity
set on the camera.
- underexposure .i s shown when the darkened
diode is towards the left (to minus 2 stops);
overexposure is shown when the diode is to
the right (to plus 2 stops).

These readings are made looking through the
viewfinder in normal use.

When the light level is too low, the green LED
on the left is out ; when the light level is too
high, the green LED on the right is out.
Underexposure or overexposure are thus shown
even when the darkened diode has gone off the
display.

Fine adjustments

If a discrepancy is observed between the camera
display and -ani ndependent photometer t it is
advisable to double-check before adjusting the
camera photometer.

To ensure correlation between the camera
photometer and an independent photometer known
as a reference to the cameraman, the following
operations should be carried out:

18
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1. ~~th the 'reference' exposure~eter. measure
the i~cident light; note the suggested T stop.
2. Set the camera lens to the T stop indic2ted
by the reference exposuremeter.
3. Run the camera with film, and look through
the viewfinder at an 18% standard grey surface.
The darkened diode is ideally in the central
position, indicating that the exposure 1S
correct.
4. If the darkened diode is not in the center
POSItIon, it is possible to adjust the camera1s
photometer system to correlate precisely with
the reference exposuremeter:
a. remove the front photometer circuit cover on

the body.
b. with a screwdriver, turn the sensitivity

potentiometer (see pic.) until the darkened
diode is in the center position (i.e. the
:entral green diode is darkened).

~/\ipht-
.e:2S0LJra

'\. 5et- -fOr- ZOO A5:/\
L...~'-'_'"

0... (ejer0Yl G2.-- VIat;

met0r rea.d.6 / S;y

S.G

3. -=R..wVl-the ~
<A.iv\cL leek- fo r lh e

dox-k0Y1ed- dIode
~2. <.Se:t --t:0£ Levu>

T- stop to Sh /
aru:i ASP.. seth~

k(lOb -tv 2CXJ AS!\. .
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OptiOn" T:
For Clear Time Recording on 16 mm film; the
Aaton LTR is equipped with Option T. This is

.the actual marking system inside the camera
itself: microprocessor circuitry, and fiber
optic device to expose clear figures onto the
edge of the film each second as it moves over
the gate.

An initializer IS used to set camera and sound
recorder to local or conventional time. This
is small hand calculator sized device called
Orign C.

A small microprocessor cicuit is installed on
the sound recorder; it provides SMPTE time
information whic~ is recorded directly onto
the tape, leaving the pilotone signal
completely intact.
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Optiovv 1<....,: Video re\~
Option R consists of two optical subassemblies
fitted into the camera body: a beam splitter

:~_ which bleeds off 50% of the light going from
the viewing screen to the viewfinder, towards
a relay lens and mirror providing an aerial
image of the viewing screen at the rear of the
central chassis.

To put the R option to work, a small tubular
video camera (Aaton VR30) is fitted into the
PBX battery/video holder, transforming the
aerial image into an electronic signal to be
~onitored or recorded for later viewing.

The beam splitter is retractable; when the
video signal is not being used, the cameraman
can remove the beam splitter from the light
path, leaving all the light for the viewfinder
image. To retract the beam splitter:

- unscrew the button on the side of the camera
b o dy (see p ic , )

- with an m3 Allen wrench in this opening,
turn clockwise (about 30 turns) until you
feel a resistance indicating the pellicle
is out of the light path.

- to slide it back into video viewing
p8sition, turn the screw counterclockwise
until it locks; then 2 turns clockwise to
bring the beam splitter into the correct
position.

To insert the VR30 video camera, loosen the
s~all M3 locking screw on the side of the PBX.
Remove the plug

-21



Now insert the VR30 camera into the opening so
that the protruding Amphenol plug goes into
the guiding socket; push firmly ~o that the
VR30 is in contact with the gold colored
reference surface inside the opening.

Tighten the locking screw with the M3 Allen
wrench; there IS no need to screw it in too
tight~y •

With the SPX cable, connect the VR30 camera and
the control unit. The power supply (ideally a
4 Ah battery) is connected to either the PBX
or the control unit using a 54LL cable on the
XLR Cannon socket. Only one power supply need
be used for both the fil~amera and the video
camera (if 2 batteries are used in parallel
on the two XLR plugs, this will cause high
currents, and the batteries will discharge
into each other, and burn out the SPX cable).

22



:f using a VR30 camera for the first time on a
_given PBX, it is advisable to check the focus

~eforehand.
Jring the following steps, it may be helpful

,........~opush the "contour" potentiometer on the
:ontrol unit to its maximum power; this
enhances apparent sharpness thus making it

.-easier to find the best focus adjustment at the
expense of the aesthetic quality of the picture.

Turn the power on and wait five minutes or
so for the camera to warm up and reach its
level of performance.
With a screwdriver in the "focus" opening
on the control unit, check on a TV monitor
that the optimum focus current is being
sent to the VR30 camera.

- Insert a screwdriver into the setting screw
at the rear of the VR30 housing (see pic.);
turning this screw moves the actual video
tube horizontally so that the target can be
placed in the exact position of the aerial
image obtained from the viewing screen.
Again, use the monitor to determine optimal
position; when the image can be made no
sharper, check the electronic focus once
more, and you are ready to go.

On the control unit, select the video standard
, -to be used: 25 fps, 30 fps, or 24 fps.

_In 50 cycle TV countries, if monitoring or
-ecording a film camera running at 25 fps,
che obvious choice is 50 Hz 625 lines.

-Jf monitoring only, and the camera running at
~4 fps, select 48 Hz and 651 lines; this
minimizes flicker and improves resolution on

-qny monitor.
!f recording only, and fi.lm camera running at
24 fps, select 50 Hz 625 lines to be

-:ompatible with standard recorders; alternative
;olution better for flicker reduction and
definition, shift the VTR field frequency to

-""f8Hz, and the video viewing system to 48 Hz
j51 lines.

-23



In 50 cycle TV countries with all cameras
run~" n gat 24 f p s, i f !l1 0 nit 0 r in g 0 n 1y, s e le c t
48 Hz, 651 lines ensuring minimum flicker and
optimil resolution on a professional monitor.
If recording, choose 50 Hz 525 lines, which is
the VTR standard in these countries.

Other settings

If you are not familiar with video electronics
don't modify the horizontal,vertical, and black
level settings on the control unit.

If you are familiar with video electronics ..•
Black level setting: with no light entering the
camera, rotate the potentiometer to lift the
black level just above the clamping level as
seen on an oscilloscope or on the KWA 52
miniature profe~sional monitor made by Aaton.
Frame and sweep amplitude: use and underscanned
monitor, and overscan the tube target to see
the external diameter of the tube entering the
four corners of the picture equally as seen on
the monitor. When you return to normal scan,
the round corners will not appear on the usable
area of the monitor.

1- KvVA rnOr \dur

GTU 10/20 Video wrrhul unIt-
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l ~le3ning
-L.evts hot de r

It is of utmost importance, particularly when
-using v i d e angle and super speed zooms, to keep

the front surface of the lens holder completely
clean, as a build-up here can adversely affect
the critical back focus needed to obtain the
~~st results from such lenses.

~5imilcrly, the rear surfaces of the lens mount
itself must be regularly inspected and cleaned.

tne eyepiece glass should of course be cleaned
c~ a r~gular basis; the whole eyepiece shutter

_2~d r~~ner ~ust be re~oved from this if desired.
A goce quality lens cleaning fluid can be used
if the lens becomes very greasy.

~lfror-
Surface dust and dirt may be removed from the

-~irror from the front of the camera without
removing the housing. For this, use the soft
side Gf a lens cloth or good quality lens

-tissue wrapped around a cotton bud stick. It IS
~vt f2cormendeci to use lens cleaning fluid for
:~is cDeration, as it will tend to smear too
-~ch C0e :0 uneven pressure.
If very thorough cleaning is required, the

~camera housing should be removed allowing freer
2-d more even access to the mirror.

,\Jlewir£ Scr~KJ. .
riere too, surface dust and dIrt can be wIped or

-----'Jlownoff. A plain clean cotton wool bud passed
:ver the surfaces with light pressure is the
~est t~chnique.

-(On pre-LTR camera, the access to the top
~urface of the viewing screen is quite tight,

_and wnen using a cotton bud it is necessary to
;queeze the plastic stick with plier0

/

IMPORTANT NOTE : Be very careful
when using "Oust.-off" type air
cannisters, not to use them
off-level -- a burst of liquid or
frozen freon can have disastrous
effects on optical surfaces.

~Vore thorough cleaning will necessitate the
-emoval of the camera housing and possibly of
~he fibre screen itself, a workshop operation.

-25
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This should be kept very clean and free of
grease by polishing with a good quality non-
fluffy cloth (eg. the hard side of a lens cloth
such as Selvyt, or good Egyptian cotton).
It is a good idea between magazines to give a
quick brush over the aperture plate with a
10 mm paintbrush. '
A sharpened wooden or plastic stick can be used
to dislodge any emulsion build-up on the side
guides.
A dust-off type air blower may be found useful
in the cleaning operations here.
Care should be taken when cleaning the aperture
itself so as not to dislodge any of the matte
black paint.

,
N.B. Never remove the fixed guide rail on the
left of the aperture plate (01.120.01), as it
is set In the factory.

The areas around the aperture plate and chassis
should be inspected and cleaned with a cloth,
a 10 mm paint brush, and an air blower.

Both take-up and feed sides of the magazine
should be regularly cleaned by using a 10 mm
paint brush to remove all traces of dust and
dirt. In addition, the area around the sprocket
wheels should be kept free of oil and grease.
The feed guide rails and pressure plates should
be inspected and cleaned periodically:
pressurized air cannisters or good rubber
blowers can be utilized for this operation.

N.B. It will be found useful to keep the inside
of the changing bag as clean as possible by
turning it inside out and shaking it
vigourously, paying particular attention to
the corners.
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(Fr)~ Rune Ericson, based on his experlence ln
filming in GreeGiand)
Ihe Aaton on-board battery should be used in
prererence to battery belts which are exposed
to the cold. Several small batteries can be
warmed up much more easily than one large heavy
one. Each ~ember or the shooting can ke~p on
one in his or her breast pocket. When actually
running rilm, the cameraman should have the
Aaton battery in his breast pocket a lead to
the camera: this will give him two or three
rour hundred foot rolls per battery.

- At 300 below zero (centigrade), Rune advises
to wear lots of clothes in the sleeping bag,
and to sleep with the batteries too.

- When filming out of doors in extreme cold,
the camera should not be taken indoors at all,
so as to avoid condensation inside and outside
the camera. In any case, the camera should not
be stored above 00 centigrade. If the camera
must be taken inside, then it should be put in
a hermetically sealed container. It should be
allowed to thaw for a few hours before being
rer:veo from the sealed container.

- The raw stock should also be k~pt below zero:
again, to avoid condensation. For the same
reason, the magazine should also be loaded in
the cold.

/
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ALWAYS, ALWA:'IS, ALW,A.;YS, A.LWAYS, always
remove the lens from the camera body during transport. Recently, an expert
in endurance and vibration testing for bridges, freighters, etc ••• was
asked to estimate the force that would be exerted on a lens mount if the
camera, packed In its ruggedized metallic case with foam rubber Inner
housing, was dropped on the floor from about half a meter above. Said
Aaton camera, equipped with a zoom lens 185 cms long weighing 1.38 kg.
The answer was fantastic at impact point, the camera was exposed to
100 g, which in other words IS about 138 kilos. The pressure on the lens
mount is

13B~
So just let your mind boggle a few minutes while you think about airport
handling. Even hours of bumping along bad roads wi th the camera in the
back of the vehicle can cause damage.

"Incidents" of this nature do not always cause obvious breakdowns in the
camera the lens ao unt may simply feel a littleofkilter, or the. locking
device sluggish. The lens' itself often has no damage either. But where
the problem is observed critically, is during projection - the back focal
distance goes to blazes. In the factory, the camera is set to back focal
distance p r e c i s r on down to the thousandth of a millimeter. The variation
caused by a fall as described above is in the area of 4 to 5 hundredths
of a milli~eter this is enormous, and destroy the necessary precision
for the clean crISp i.ages that have made a name for Aaton over the years.
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General remarks on the varIOUS types of battery chargers on the market today.
1. Rapid charge. Fifteen minutes, half an hour, an hour, depending on the electronic
circuitry. The charge current is very high (around 2 to 3 Amps) necessitating quite a
heavy transformer. The elements must be carefully selected (which they are in Aaton
batteries) so as to withstand high charge current. As well, the charger must be
equipped with an electronic device which, relative to temperature and ageing of the
elements, stops the charge in cases which could become dangerous, or even explosive.
2. Semi-rapid charge. Five hours0Aaton chargers). These second generation chargers are
more adapted to real-life situations: even the shortest night is at least 5 hours long!
The charge rate is of 280 mA/b (~ 10 mAl; servo-controlled current like In the fast
charger, but the transformer is much lighter. The cut-off is automatic
after five hours, because the battery, whatever its state at the outset, is entirely
charged after 5 hours.
Semi-rapid chargers function only with given types of cadmium nickel batteries capable
of withstanding a certain amount of over-charging.
3. Slow charge. Fourteen hours. In terms of security, these chargers are the safest,
and are compatible with all CdN batteries, whatever their quality, wherever they were
manufactured, whether they are already charged, or dead. With a charge rate of 120
mA/h ( 20 mA)there is no risk of overheating the elements. These are the "good old
cheap chargers", but the time involved is sometimes a little too ldng for film-making
situations.
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CELL CASE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES C

The eHect of battery temperature during discharge upon available capacity.
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